The beginning of the poems is usually related to some daily occurence, e.g., "Manchmal mach icn mir im Stehen eine Sch itte" or is a statement reflecting common knowledge, "Sydney hat einen großen Hafen." Occasionally it is also a manipulation of a set phrase; "Wir setzen uns unseren Blicken aus." Thus the poems start in a rather innocent, even trivial way.
The language remains consistently convert sational, fitting mostly everyday situations and thoughts. Yet, it is amazing how Laabs, within this framework of simple language and imagery, can probe and reach the heart of the On the other hand^ some of the technical aspects of travel imagery seem to especially fascinate Laabs. Again and again, we see a car, are traveling in a car, i.e. rushing mindlessly along, driven and directed by forces outside us. The form of the poems differs, although the page-lorg poems with very!ong lines and en jambement -almost prose-like, yet strongly rhythmical-are predominant. There is no rhyme and very little alliteration. On the other hand, onomatopoeia, careful punctuation^ anaphoric structures and a word order which takes poetic license (and thus often clashes with the conversational speech register) help to brfng out the innate irony. The division of the poetry into three sections seems warranted by neither form nor content; perhaps it reflects time slots in which they were written. I found this small volume of poetry to be fast, invigorating and refreshing reading. At least some of the poems deserve as much attention as those by Sarah Kirsch, for instance, of whom this poetry is reminiscent. ******** Due to lack of space in the present issue the following reviews will appear in the Spring GDR Bulletin. Our apologies for the delay. 
*

